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(Granted mder Title 35, U.S. Code (1952), see. 266) 

The invention described herein may be manufactured 
and used by or for the Government of the United States 
of America for governmenltal purposes without the pay- 
ment of any royalties thereon or therefor. 

This invention relates generally to a continuously vari- 
able exposure control device for optical photographic 
systems, and more particularly to a filter arrangement 
used in combination with the lens system of a photo- 
graphic camera. 

One particularly useful application of the instant inven- 
tion is in the field of optical pyrometry. The employ- 
ment of photographic technology in pyrometry, as pres- 
ently praoticed, is confined to a relatively nmow range of 
temperatures due to the limited capability of present day 
photographic emulsions to reproduce the brightness con- 
trast of an object as it is heated. In order to determine 
surface temperatures of an object wherein the tempera- 
ture variation is more than a hundred degrees Fahren- 
heit, current practice necessitatm the use of two or more 
cameras employing different exposure settings. As many 
as eight cameras may be necessary to provide an adequate 
exposure range for many applications of this technique. 
For example, the surface temperatures of an aircraft 
model subject to aerodynamic heating in a supersonic 
heated wind tunnel may vary as much as 4,000 degrees 
Fahrenheit during the testing period, which would entail 
the use of an unreasonable number of cameras if tem- 
perature measurements of the model were desired over 
this entire range. The filter arrangement herein pro- 
posed, however, when used in combination with a single 
high speed motion picture camera, may be used in mak- 
ing an accurate and complete record of the temperature 
history of such a heated model. It will also be apparent 
to those skilled in the art of temperature measurement 
that the combimtion hereinafter more fully disclosed m a y  
be used in measuring the temperature history of any 
heated object over very wide ranges. 

The filter amangement of the present invention may 
also be utilized to advantage in the art of aerial photogra- 
phy. For example, as an aircraft follows a course over 
a strip of land to be photographed, a downwardly aimed 
camera mounted therein makes a series of photographs 
of the terrain. Since natural light is relied upon in mak- 
ing these photographs, it will be apparent that the degree 
of illumination may vary considerably from frame to 
frame, depending upon cloud formations and the like. 
Consequently, it is deemed desirable to provide the cam- 
era with exposure control means responsive to changes in 
illumination to obtain a series of photographs made under 
uniform lighting conditions. This result may be realized 
by providing the aerial camera with the variable expsure 
filter arrangement of the present invention. The filter 
exposure level may be controlled by a mechanical servo- 
system responsive to the input of a photoelectric cell sen- 
sitive to variation in light intensity. 

The filter arrangement herein disclosed for use with an 
aerial camera may also be utilized in other photographic 
applications; such as, for example, in a missile firing 
range tracking camera or in a television camera. The 
photoelectric cell and servo-system control responsive 
thereto would be similarly used in these amlications of 
the filter arrangement. 

A=or&@y, it is an objeot of the present invention to 
provide a new and improved variable examsure Control 
device for photographic optical systems. 

Another object of the instant invention is to provide a 
8 new and improved filter arrangement for varying the in- 

tensity of light admitted to a photographic optid system. 
A still further object of the present invention is to pro- 

vide a pair of superimposed filter discs arranged to cover 
the lens element of a photographic optical system and to 

Other objects and many of the attendant advantages of 
the invention will be readily appreciated ~ L S  the same be- 
comes better understood by reference to the following de- 
tailed description when considered in connection with 

FIG. 1 is a schematic representation of the filter ar- 
rangement combined with the lens component of a photo- 
graphic optical system; 

FIG. 2 is a view of one of the filter discs of FIG. 1 

FIG. 3 is a view of the filter discs of FTG. 1 looking 
along the axis of rotation thereof; the discs being super- 
imposed and each being ratated through an angle d d 4  
radians in the direction indicated by the arrowheads of 

FIG. 4 is a graphical representation of the variation in 
transmission density between the two uniform density re- 
gions of the filter disc arrangement of FIG. 3; 

FIG. 5 is a graphical representation of the variation in 
30 uniform filter transmission density obtainable over the 

lens element of the photographic Optical system of FIG. 
1; 

FIG. 6 is an isometric view of a high speed motion pic- 
ture camera provided with the disc pair filter arrangement 

FIG. 7 is a partially schematic side elevational view of 
a photographic camera provided with the disc pair filter 
arrangement, including means responsive to illumination 
intensity for varying the density of the filter arrangement. 

Referring now more palrticularly to the drawings where- 
in like reference numerals designtrte identiad parts 
throughout the several views, and more paaticdarly to 
FIG. 1, there is ehown a schematic repsentation of the 
filter arrangement of -the present invention in combination 

45 with the lens element of a photographic camera system. 
The lens element 11 of athe camera is aligned on an axis 
with an object 12 of which photographs are to be made. 
Interposed between lens 11 and object 12 are a pair of 
filter disc elements 13 and 14. Discs 13 and 14 are ar- 
ranged to rotate about a common central axis parallel to, 
but offset from, the line between lens $1 and object 12; 
the lens 11 being covered by disos 13 and 14 between the 
centers of rotation and the rims thereof. 

FIG. 2 is a view of disc filter element 13 taken along 
65 the axis of rotation thereof. The Iperiphery of disc 13 

defines a circle with the center thereof coincident with 
the axis of rotation. Disc 13 is made linearly variable in 
transmission density in a circular direction around the 
center thereof, with each ray, or radial line, from the cen- 

6o ter to (the periphery of the disc being constant in density. 
An initial ray has a transmission density value of zero, and 
each succeeding ray around the disc increases in density 
according to a linear gradient until a terminal ray of max- 
imum density D immediately adjacent the initial ray is 
reaohed. Filter discs of this type are commercially avail- 
able, one source of supply being the Eastman Kodak Co., 
Rochester, N.Y., and taken alone do not constitute the 
invention sought to be protected hereby. 

FIG. 3 is a view of superimposed disc fitter elements 
70 13 and 114 taken along the axis of rotation thereof. Disc 

14 is exactly identical with disc 13, but is so mounted on 
the common rotational axis with disc 13 that the den- 

10 uniformly vary the intensity of light admitted thereto. 

16 the accompanying drawings wherein: 

20 looking along the axis of rotation thereof; 

25 FIG. 1; 

35 according to the present invention and, 

40 
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sity gradients of the two scs are opwsik in sign. 
Initially, the boundaries marking the abrupt transition 
kom zero to maximum density of each disc are aligned, 
as indicated in FIG. 1. Referring once again to FIG. 3. 
the two discs are shown after each has' been rotated 
through an angle of d 4  radians in the direction indicated 
by the arrowheads of FIG. 1. The reference numerals 
13" and B$B are shown leading to the boundary be- 

the filter discs and may be thereby completely covered 
by a filter uniform density region. The angle between 
two rays drawn from the center of the filter arrangement 
to the rim thereof tangent to opposite edges of lens ele- 
ment 11 and identified by the reference letter 6 indicates 
that portion of the filter arrangement inoperable to uni- 
formly cover lens 91 during one complete revolution of 
ea& of the discs 13 and 14 due to the boundary rays 
between the zero and density portions of each 
disc passing over len 

9IG. 4 graphically s the variation in trans- 
mission density between the two uniform density regions 
of the filter arrangement. The Nter arrangement is rep- 
resented with each disc element having been rotated 
through an angle of u/4 radians in 
the arrowheads of FIG. 1. The solid 
the transmission density of the disc el 
an angle of 2~ radians, and the broken 
the transmission density of the disc el 
an angle of 2~ radians. 
disc is shown by lines 
to maximum density D 
the maximum density ray of each disc being displaced 
from its initial position by ~ / 4  radians. The total filter 
arrangement density in each of the two regions is repre- 
sented by Ihe broken line 17, comprising alternate long 
and short dash portions, which is the sum d the den- 
sities of the discs 13 and s indicated by the lines 
315 and 14, respectively. total density indicated 
by ]Line 17 will obviously vary linearly as the discs 13 and 

are further rotated from their initial positions. 
FIG. 5 is a graphical representation d the variation in 

uniform filter transmission density obtainable over the 
lens element of the photographic camera system. llhe 
maximum uniform density of the Hter arrangement ocp 
proximately equals 2D, the sum of the maximum den- 
sities of each of the filter discs 83 md Bi 

ullp density thereof approximately equals zero. The 
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arrangement is unusable during the portion of the rota- 
tive cycle corresponding to the ratio between the angle 
e and an angle equal to 2.w radians. 

FIG. 6 is an isometric view of a high speed motion 
provided with the disc pair filter ar- 
in making temperature determinations 

a heated object over very wide ranges. The camera 
is of conventional construction, and is provided with 

standard lens element 18. A fixed rod 23 projects 
from the forward face of the camera, and is spaced be- 
low but parallel to sight axis of lens 81. A pair of 
filter discs 13 and are rotatably secured to the free 
end of rod 23 and ect across the line of sight of lens 
11 in the manner illustrated in FIG. 1. A hollow bearing 

means. The filter discs 13 and 14 are spaced substan- 
tially adjacent one another; the gap therebetween being 
on the order of .02 inch to .05 inch, and in this view 

light from passing 

jects outwardly therefrom. A pair of flange elements 

spaced planes perpendicular to the axis of rotation 

half the distance from the forward face of Camera 

than the distance 
r disc 313. A shaft 

_ -  

boundary marking the abrupt transition from ~ e m  to 
each disc 13 and 84 may be 

at the center of lens element 131. Each t shown, in such a m~bner 
causa rotation of &aft 3Fi is then rotated in the direction d t 

arrowheads of FIG. I. 
tateed though m angle Q% 

0 
2 
- 

engaged. It will thus be seen that 
taw equJ md opposite aooirti~n 
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33. A spur gear 35 identical to gear 32 is rigidly mounted 
on shaft 33 and the teeth thereof engage the teeth 26 of 
rim member 25 afIixed to disc 14, thereby causing disc 
14 to rotate at the same speed but in the opposite direc- 
tion to the rotation of disc 13. 

It will be apparent that proper design of the gear train 
will permit rotation of the filter discs at a predeter- 
mined rate correlative with the speed of operation of 
motion picture camera 22. By way of example, when 
the camera 22 is used as a pyrometric recording device, 
eight frames of film may be exposed during one com- 
plete revolution of the discs 13 and 14. The angle 6 
which defines the unusable portion of the rotative cycle 
of the filter discs may be limited to n/4 radians, or one- 
eighth of the cycle, and this unusable portion of the cycle 
may be correlated with the exposure of one film frame. 
Photographs of a glowing object being rapidly heated 
may be made under linearly variable exposure conditions 
on the remaining seven frames during each rotative cycle 
of the filter discs. The operation described may be con- 
tinued through as many cycles of rotation as may be 
necessary. The one unusable frame out of each eight 
frames may be treated to provide a standard of com- 
parison for the photographs made by the remaining 
frames; for example, a shutter mechanism, not shown, 
in camera 22 may be provided to prevent exposure of 
this frame during the described operation, and these 
frames at another time exposed to a standard heat source. 
The photographs made by the operation set forth are 
such that a person skilled in the pyrometric art may 
construct a complete time-temperature history of the 
change in temperature of the object under test over a 

1,024 

with a plunger 42 compose f a magnetizable substance 
such as soft iron, or the like, and a compression spring 
43 arranged to normally maintain plunger 42 withdrawn 
from the exciting coil of solenoid 41. A rack element 

6 44 provided with a plurality of transversely aligned gear 
teeth 45 is aligned with and extends from the exterior 
end of plunger 42. A spur gear 46 is rigidly mounted 
on the rearwardly extending end of shaft 3 
thereof are engaged with the teeth 45 of 

10 thus apparent that movement of plung 
exciting coil of solenoid 41 will cause rotation of filter 
discs 13 and 14. 

To utilize camera 36 to make a series of photographs 
of a subject under varying illumination, as in aerial pho- 

15 tography of terrain, a photoelectric cell 47 may be pro- 
vided for measuring the intensity of this illumination by 
direct exposure thereto. Conductors 48 connect the 
photoelectric cell 47 to a conventional amplifier 49 where 
the variation in input of the photoelectric cell is ampli- 

20 fied and converted into current of a representative mag- 
nitude which is introduced into solenoid 41 by means of 
conductors 511. Electrical current introduced into 
solenoid coil creates a force tending to draw plunger 
into the hollow core thereof. The length of the stroke 

25 of plunger 42 is controlled by variation in the magnitude 
of current flow in the solenoid coil. It is apparent that 
the filter arrangement is directly responsive to the inten- 
sity of illumination available for photographic purposes; 
and that an increase in illumination intensity causes the 

30 filter discs 13 and 14 to rotate and inorease the trans- 
mission density of the filter arrangement. Proper design 
of the components described above will assure a correla- 
tive balance between illumination intensitv and trans- very wide temperature range. 

View 35 initially positioned that the boundary marking the abrupt 
Of a photographic camera provided with the proposed transition from Zero to maximum density of each of the 
filter arraflgement, and having means responsive to il- filter discs dom not pass over camera lens 11. 
lUminati0n intensity for varying the density Of the Photoelectric cell 47 may be alternatively positioned 
arrangement. A Camera 36 of conventional design is in the image plane of lens 1% within camera 36. This 
provided with a standard lens ll. A fixed rod 23 pro- 40 expedient, not illustrated, provides an immediate expo- 
jects outwardly from the forward face of camera 36 in sure reference based upon the actual intensity of illu- 
similar manner to the rod 23 shown in FIG. 6, and a mination imposed upon the photographic film. As the 
pair of filter discs 13 and 14 are rotatively mounted illumination exteriorly of camera 36 varies, the input of 
thereon as in FIG. 6. These discs 13 and 14 are cell 47 instantaneously responds thereto, and the trans- 
provided with the rims 25 having gear teeth 26. A light mission density of the filter arrangement may be ad- 
shield 24 encloses lens 11 as in FIG. 6. A bracket mem- 45 justed in accordance therewith through operation of sole- 
her 37 is connected to camera 36 and Projects fOmardlY noid 41. The operation of amplifier 41 may be such that 
therefrom. The bracket 37 is provided with 1% POr- current flow to solenoid 41 will vary until the illumina- 
tions 38 and 39 positioned in Planes WWndicular tion intensity impinging upon cell 47 returns to a prede- 
the axis of rotation of filter discs 13 and 14. A shaft 31 termined level. The design tolerances of the mechanical 
is rotatably positioned in aligned apertures Provided in 50 linkage between solenoid 411 and the rims 25 affixed to 
each of legs 38 and 39 and extends therebetwen, and discs 13 and 14 may be thus relaxed, since rotation of 
also extends rearwardly from leg 38 but does not Pro- the discs 13 and 14 continues until the intensity of light 
ject into the interior of camera 36. A shaft 33 is also admitted through lens 11 returns to a predetermined 
rotatively positioned in second apertures formed in each level. 
of legs 38 and 39 and extends therebetween, in this view 55 Although specific examples of mechanism operable in 
partially observing shaft 31. Shafts 31 and 33 are Pmi- a desired manner to vary the settings of the filter ar- 
tioned in spaced, parallel relation, and are WuidismflY rangement set forth in FIGS. 6 and 7 have been illus- 
spaced a predetermined distance from and Parallel to the trated and described, it is to .be understood that the par- 
axis of rotation of filter discs 13 and 14. Identical spur ticular mechanisms have been disclosed only by way of 
gears 34 are rigidly mounted on shafts 31 and 33 ad- 60 illustration, and not limitation, and that the invention 
jacent leg 38; the gear 34 mounted on shaft 31 being contemplates the utilization of equivalent mechanisms 
hidden behind the gear 34 mounted on shaft 33 in this to obtain similar results. 
view. The teeth of gears 34 are mutually interengaged, Obviously, many modifications and variations of the 
whereby rotation of shaft 31 will induce equal and OPW- present invention are possible in the light of the above 
s ib  rotation of shaft 33. A spur gear 32 is rigidly 65 teachings. It is therefore to be understood that within 
mounted on shaft 31 with the teeth thereof engaged with the scope of the appended claims the invention may be 
the t&h 26 of the rim 25 affixed to filter disc 13, and practiced otherwise than as specifically described. 
an identical spur gear 35 is rigidly mounted on shaft 33 What is claimed as new and desired to be secured by 
with the teeth thereof engaged with the teeth 26 of the Letters Patent of the United States is: 
rim 25 affixed to filter disc 14. It will be readily ap- 70 1. A recording optical pyrometer comprising the corn- 
parent, therefore, that rotation of shaft 31 will induce bination of a high speed motion picture camera having 
equal but opposite rotation of filter discs 13 and 14. a lens and a filter arrangement comprising a pair of iden- 

TO effect rotation of shaft 31, a conventional solenoid, tical circular filter discs, said filter discs being mounted 
generally designated by the reference numeral 41, is to centrally rotate about a common axis parallel with 
sition& adjacent camera 36. Solenoid 41 is provided 16 the sight axis of the lens and t therefrom a distance 

mission density. The filter discs 13 and i4 may be so FIG. 7 is a Partially schematic side 
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greater than the distance b en said sight axis and the said discs in angularly te directions at a rate to 
periphery of said lens, the radius of said discs being produce one Complete revolution of each of said discs 
greater than the distance between said common axis and during the exposure of a predetermined number of frames 
the portion of said lens farthest therefrom, each disc of film within said camera. 
exhibiting a continuously linearly varying transmission 5 3. A recording optical pyrometer comprising the com- 
density characteristic as a radial line completely traverses bination of a high speed motion picture camera having 
a planar surface thereof, the arrangement of said iden- a lens and a filter arrangement comprising a pair of iden- 
tical circular filter ,discs each to the other being such that tical circular filter discs overlying said lens, said a t e r  
the density gradiehts of the two filter discs increase in discs being mounted to rotate centrally about a common 
opposite angular directions, said discs being contra- 10 axis parallel with the sight axis of the lens and offset 
rotatable for uniformly linearly varying the intensity of therefrom a distance greater than the distance between 
illumination admitted therethrough to said lens, and said sight axis and the periphexy of said lens, the radius 
means connecting the drive mechanism of said camera of said discs being greater than the distance between said 
with said discs for rotating said discs at equal velocities common axis and the portion of said lens farthest there- 
in angularly opposite directions at a rate to produce one 15 from, each disc having an initial radial line with a trans- 
complete revolution of each of said discs during the ex- mission density value of substantially zero and each suc- 
posure of a predetermined plurality of ,frames of film ceeding radial line around each disc in a circular direction 
within said camera. . being linearly greater in transmission density until a ter- 

2. A recording optical pyrometer comprising the com- mind radial line of maximum density immediately adja- 
bination of a high speed motion picture camera having a 20 cent said initial radial line is reached, the arrangement 
lens and a filter arrangement comprising a pair of identical 
circular filter discs, said filter discs being mounted to cen- such that the density gradients of the )two filter discs in- 
trally rotate about a common axis parallel with the sight crease in opposite angular directions, and means connected 
axis of the lens and offset therefrom a distance greater than with the drive mechanism of the camera for rotating said 
the distance between said sight axis and the periphery of 25 filter discs in angularly opposite directions at equal ve- 
said lens, the radius of said discs being greater than the locities to produce one complete revolution of each of 
distance between said common axis and the portion of said filter discs during the exposure of a preselected num- 
said lens farthest therefrom, each disc having an initial ber of frames of film within said camera, the angular 
radial line with a transmission density value of substan- sector in radians of each of said discs overlying said lens 
tially zero and each succeeding radial line around each 30 being divisible into 2a wdians with the result being equal 
disc in a circular direction being linearIy greater in trans- to the number of frames of fiim exposed within said 
mission density until a terminal radial line of maximum camera during one complete revolution of each of said 
density immediately adjacent said initial radial line is filterdim. 

References Cited in the file of this patent reached, the arrangement of said identical circular filter 
discs each to the other being such that the density gra- 35 
dients of the two filter discs increase in o p p i t e  angular UNITED STATES PATENTS 
directions, said discs being contrarotatable for uniformly 2,478,406 .Lamb _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  Aug. 9, 1949 
linearly varying the intensity of illumination admitted 2,590,080 Adams _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _  
therethrough to said lens, and means connecting the drive 2,637,243 Marx ___________-_---- 
mechanism of said camera with said discs for rotating 40 2,757,232 Goodale -_--_-__------ 

of said identioal circular filter discs each to the other being % 


